Day 4
Transmission: 30:19
Music: Daniel Schotsborg - Holosounds – Sun
The journey continues with the entrance of the Divine Mother frequencies of Light. Moving the
focus into the Sacral chakra a new level of connection between the Sacral and Heart chakra is
formed. Each co-creation in a conscious state of awareness must always emanate from the heart.
Allow yourself to bask in the frequencies of Light penetrating your fields which spark the
energetic memory of the original pulse of creation. The Divine Mother frequencies of Light
originate from Source energy. The pure essence of creation pulses from within the void, bringing
Light and sound into manifested expression.
Your heart chakra activates to weave the original pulse of Your Divine essence into a new level
of understanding of your innate gifts and talents. Many councils and emissaries of Light may
reveal themselves to you in an effort to ignite your memory of your specific skills. Allow the
childlike innocence of wonderment to open your heart to remember who you are and what would
bring you immense joy and happiness in the space and time.
Surrender and keep your awareness on the possibilities. Do not allow the habitual thoughts of
limited experiences cloud or interfere with this experience. If they do arise, be the observer,
acknowledge, release and refocus. We are working hard to release the old patterning in your
matrix. It is up to you to reinforce your confidence and knowledge of your multi-dimensional
self as an unlimited co-creator. If the old pattern tries to reassert itself, it is only the ego trying to
regain control. Allow your awareness to remember the expansiveness of your soul. You are a
multi- dimensional Master of Light with skills and abilities far beyond what you currently
remember.
Allow the music to support you as the reconfiguration and rewiring of your Divine Vehicle
continues.
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